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Pre-speech
The Author of the E-book insisted on following facts and knowledge
from reliable and unreliable sources as well, so please have in
mind that things can be found that may not be not exactly right –
but it doesn't have to mean that they are fake or untrue.
The Author tried to use its yearlong gathered knowledge and to
insert vast important dates and events that happened in period of
almost three decades. Please note that the Author herself wasn't
part of all that period, instead she firmly stuck to the facts she
managed to reach. The Author will accept every single suggestion in
addition to improving the e-book and all of them will certainly be used its next parts.
This is just the beginning - the part one, and hopefully there will be many others like this one. There
are high chances that the e-book may become just a book in the future. But as one would say, "All in
it's time".
The Author wants to explain few things and to get you through the e-book's Title and Cover, as well
as both their meanings. Firstly, there is the Title – The footsteps of a Legend. It took me a while to
think about the title, perhaps much more than writing the whole text in it. "The footsteps of a
Legend" symbolizes Kaka's way to fame; each step to glory; the path he had to take to become the
man we all know nowadays. The remarkable steps are presented with dates and periods and they're
all written by chronological order – from the very beginning to present day.
The other thing it is the Cover. You will get to see a different one in the very beginning of the e-book
and a wholly different one on the blog. The one here matches the design and that is the main reason
why it is there. But the one on the blog is what gives its meaning. There you can see two images of
Kaka and a little part of him in action. They all have their meanings, for instance: both portraits
where you can see Kaka smiling present him the way he really is. I have inserted the two photos so
that people can always remember him as a person who never gives up smiling. Another thing is the
part where you can see him playing – well, at least his legs. They also have a meaning. Although not
so appropriate, my point was to show his steps – the way he has played. My fist idea about how the
Cover was supposed to look like was cartooning Kaka with a jersey on as he is holding a ball and
walking on the way to the sky. Such an idea, isn't it? However, after failing several times in my
efforts to create such thing, it ended up just as another great idea "featuring" its missing realization.
To sum up the pre-speech, (so that you won't get bored even in the
beginning of the e-book), the Author would like to thank every
one of you for taking some time off in order to read this.
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Written by Martina Alcheva

N

owadays there are many famous football players who manage to get to people's hearts right

away. Especially these days, when our planet owns so many talents who have been gifted with
amazing scoring abilities or are unbeatable behind the goal line. There are players who like to be in
the center of talk, that like to fill the magazines with scandals, players that may seem rude or act
badly, but still when on court they are like from another planet. Some of them know the game,
others have extraordinary skills, and someone else simply sticks to the rules. There are also people
who play football just for fun, but the number of the ones who truly love this wonder game is
miraculously going down, just because of one simple reason – money. As time goes by, the only
thing we get to hear is "Having money equals having everything". Well, as you can see, there are few
people who don't quite agree with this quote. One of them is our hero, Ricardo Kaka. Though he is
commonly thought to be a striker due to his explosive drives toward the goal and the booming shot
to will opponents into submission he is actually an attacking midfielder. His incredible ball control and
dribbling skill allows him to bring the ball up the field for an easy shot or a great pass to a waiting
striker. Kaka owns a big talent and a gift from God, which makes him earn huge amount of money.
He is handsome, has a god build and is a family man above all. But no matter the glamour, the
shining charisma he owns; he stands his ground. So get ready to sit back and have your breath taken
away.
On the 22nd day of April in the year 1982, a boy came to be in the city of Brasilia, Distrito Federal as
well as was named Ricardo Izecson dos Santos Leite. But very little did his parents Bosco Izecson
Pereira Leite and Simone Cristina Santos Leite realize that he’d someday be known as the Brazilian
football legend named Kaka.
He grew up wishing to overcome father’s greatest achievements in the engineering branch – the
thing that his father does for living. He had other thoughts about how his life was supposed to be in
the future. It's completely understandable, because when you're a child, you don't want a single
thing. You have thousands of wishes – so, Kaka experienced that phase as well as all of us. After the
thought about following father's steps vanished, he wanted to become a surfer or a tennis player.
However as he grew older his inclination towards football kept increasing and he
started making more and more contact with the football. From an ordinary contact it
started growing into an honest relationship. Nothing could have torn them apart and
still there is no such thing that can. Kaka didn’t wait for long to be noticed, which was
the thing that probably meant the rise in his career as a footballer.
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His family does a lot of things for living. For instance, his
mother teaches students in elementary school and his father
works as a civil engineer, as mentioned. Besides having two
sons, his parents have unofficially adopted a good friend
and a classmate of Kaka’s.
Most Brazilian football players come from poor families and sport is one of their only ways to get out
of this state. Of course, there are exceptions and Kaka is one of them, as he was born in a relatively
rich family that encouraged him to focus on both school and football at the same time. Perhaps, it is
the reason which kept him ahead, unlike other Brazilian players.
Kaka is supposed to have got his nickname because his three years younger brother Rodrigo, who is
also a popular football player, could not pronounce the word "Ricardo" when they were young.
Rodrigo or commonly known as Digao called his older brother "Caca". The nickname, from his native
Portuguese, is pronounced as it is spelt. The accent would signify that the stress is on the second
syllable. In Italian, the language of his former team, the phonetic equivalent is written as Kakà, which
is used for Italian television graphics. However, the player's shirt name is spelt KAKA' (with an
apostrophe, rather than an accented 'A') for Brazil and both Milan and Real Madrid. An internet
discussion forum explains the nickname as a commonly used shortened form of "Ricardo" in
Portuguese.
Kaka was only 7 years old when he and his parents moved to the former Brazilian capital city. That is
when his school arranged him in a local youth club called "Alphaville", who qualified to the final in a
local tournament. He got his first football nickname “Ricardinho” during his time there. After that,
something spectacular happened. It was there that the brass at Sao Paulo football club noticed the
young prodigy and didn't hesitate to ask Ricky to join them at the youth academy. So, he started his
football adventure as an 8-year-old kiddo, when he surprised everyone with his miraculous talent.
Kaka became baptized in 1994, at the age of 12: “I learnt that it is faith that decides whether

something will happen or not. I cannot explain it, but after the baptizing I got closer to God; more in
tune with him. At that moment I was really born spiritually". Seven years after joining the “Tricolor”,
he signed his first contract as a professional player and he helped Sao Paulo’s youth squad win the
final of the Copa de Juvenil the same year.
Playing for Sao Paulo's youth team, he was already considered one of the future stars of Brazilian
football and at age 17 he even had the chance for a move in Europe, although
not necessarily at a big club, as Turkish side Gaziantepspor made an
offer. Despite the Turkish team being a possible launch pad to a big
European club, the deal was off as Sao Paulo requested $1,5 million,
which was a heavy price for a youngster back then. German club Bayer
Leverkusen was also interested, so was Kaka, but the Brazilian club
again demanded a very high fee for him.
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In September 2000, Kaka's career came to a standstill after he suffered a
career-threatening accident when he made a faulty jump off a diving-board into a
swimming pool and fractured his back. The life-threatening happened during a
visit to his grandparents in Caldas Novas, Brazil. He fell into the shallow water
and hit his head hard on the bottom of the pool, twisting his neck and
fracturing vertebrae. Not only did doctors believe he would never again play
football, but they feared the worse, as the injury could easily lead to a
paralysis. They said Kaka was lucky to be able to even walk. To Ricky, however, it had nothing to do
with luck - God had intervened.
Shortly after, a miracle struck at the right moment and he managed to recover without much damage
as was seen on the pitch playing the next season. He believes that Jesus allowed him to recover and
become the successful footballer he is now. Since then, grateful to him, Kaka started donating one
tenth of his yearly salary to the Brazilian Church as a thanksgiving for his miraculous healing. "Back
at home we always thanked God because we knew that it was his hand that had protected me", he
said once.
After the miraculous heeling, he suffered some criticism, “Nice to see him play, but he can't play
important games”. One day his coach Oswaldo, replaced Kaka on 38 minutes, and he left the field
crying. This wonder-kid made his senior side debut in January 2001 at the age of 19 and it was really
exciting - he scored two goals in two minutes as a substitute, as mentioned above, giving Sao Paulo
their first Rio-Sao Paulo Cup after beating Botafogo in the final with 2-1. Nobody believed in him,
except his coach. In March, the Brazilian was called up for the 2001 FIFA World Youth Championship,
but they crashed out to Ghana in the quarter-finals. Kaka ended his debut season for Sao Paulo
scoring 12 goals in 27 appearances.
The same year Kaka met Caroline Celico and started dating her soon after. According to relatives,
they were introduced at a party and Kaka was charmed and fascinated by Carol at first sight. She
was born on 26 July 1987, a daughter of Rosangela Lyra - the director of Dior in Brazil, and Celso
Celico - a businessman. After a while, both families confirmed: “They have been dating for
5 months. They have been appearing together in events, but they always used to hide
behind the old 'just good friends' excuse". According to Caroline's
mother Rosangela, they did all the things ordinary friends do and one
would often receive an e-mail or a phone call. "Both started

discovering the connection between each other; soon fell in love and
got together". Kaka was even invited at Caroline's place for
Christmas – the cherry on top of the cake as a mark
of a perfect year. “They were very happy
and Kaka even played the guitar”, a
friend tells.
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2002 is the year when Kaka made his name, caught many European clubs' attention
and soon drew the eyes of Brazil's national team staff. Kaka made his debut with
Brazilian National Team on 31 January 2002, in a 6-0 win over Bolivia. At that
time, the 20-year-old midfielder was considered a substitute by coach Felipe
Scolari. “How many players wait their whole lives for a chance to take part in the

World Cup and never make it? Not only did I go to one and play, I also came
back as world champion”, he said with a maturity beyond his years. He scored
his first goal in Cuiaba, in his second appearance, in Brazil win to Iceland. Kaka
has in his awards list the 2002 World Cup, but he just played 18 minutes in
Brazil-Costa Rica, final game in the Groups stage, with the “Selecao” already leading 5-2.
Despite playing one more season for Sao Paulo, his tremendous performances, having scored 23
goals in 58 matches for the club and also contributing to several others with his assists, earned him a
visit from Milan's scouts. Impressed by the young Brazilian's vision, passing ability, dribbling skills of
the upcoming star and his game play, they never thought twice when signed him for a whooping
€8.6 million. Milan's president Silvio Berlusconi was heard saying that this amount was a meager one
as compared to the fame and earnings brought by Kaka to the club. While arriving in Europe, he
promised to “combine Brazilian fantasy with the tactical discipline of the Calcio”. Now it is safe to say
that he has more than kept his word…
The relationship with Caroline survived his move to Italy in 2003, while Caroline was still at school.
She stayed in Brazil in the short-run, but the couple started living together a bit later. When the
Brazilian youngster joined Milan he was kept as a substitute to Andrea Pirlo, however (now former)
coach Carlo Ancelotti soon found that there is room for both of them as attacking midfielders with
playmaking roles, covered by a defensive "guard dog" in Gennaro Gattuso. This decision was not one
that went in vain, but instead bought pride to Milan. It didn't make Milan fans happy as they were
dubious: “We already have Rivaldo and Rui Costa, maybe we needed a defender”, they used to say.
However, it didn't take much for Kaka to become an idol: a successful September debut filled with
two assists to Ukrainian striker Andriy Shevchenko and a 2-0 win against Ancona. He was considered
a signing for the future and it was expected for him to be a backup for Rui Costa during the
first season, but his excellent performance on his debut, the stunning goal against
Empoli and his first goal in a derby that saw Milan beat Inter 2-0, forced
Ancelotti to use him instead of Rui Costa in the starting lineup or to
frequently switch to a “christmas tree” formation with the Portugese and
Kaka behind Shevchenko or Filippo Inzaghi in a 4-3-2-1 formation.
The same year, Kaka became a captain of the squad at the CONCACAF
Gold Cup, where Brazil finished as runner-up to Mexico. These
appearances and goals do not appear in official stats, as that was
the U-23 Brazil National Team.
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However in the Champions League, Milan were surprisingly
knocked out by Deportivo at the quarter final stage after
claiming a 4-1 win in the first leg at the San Siro. In this
first leg tie, Kaka came of age in the Champions League
scoring a beautiful goal on the volley from a Cafu cross
whilst also claiming a second. “We learned a lot. It was the
first step in a series of triumphs,” commented Kaka years later.
With all those awesome players in the squad, Milan marched on to win the Italian league in 20032004, with the newcomer scoring 10 goals in 30 appearances and helping the club win the Scudetto
and the UEFA Super Cup. When Milan won the Scudetto, Ricky, as he is called by his team-mates,
sported a shirt with an "I Belong to Jesus" slogan. He also points his fingers to the sky as a "thank
you" symbol every time he scores, for apparently the same reason. By the end of the year, Kaka
became a renowned model who after signing a contract with Giorgio Armani besides campaigning for
Adidas and Dolce and Gabbana with the rest of Milan players.
He also finished his first season with an average game-score of 7.69 per game, ahead of Golden ball
winner Pavel Nedved, who had a 7.30 score. In comparison, other great playmakers who were
already retired recorded considerably lower ratings during their debut seasons, such as Diego
Maradona (6.93), Falcao (6.79), Zico (6.74), and Michel Platini (6.48). At the end of the season, as
Milan won the Serie A title, Kaka was awarded with the “Oscar del Calcio” as Serie A footballer of the
year. This was just the beginning…
The 2004-2005 season did not have the best beginning for him, however, he came back with an
exceptional second half of the season. The season started with the Italian Super Cup, where Kaka
gave his contribution to Milan win over Lazio. He helped them reach the final of the Champions
League and his 7 goals in 36 appearances in domestic competition gave Milan the runners-up spot in
Serie A. During the season Kaka, employed in a more withdrawn role, formed a lethal partnership
with Ukrainian Shevchenko.
Since November 2004, he has served as an Ambassador against Hunger for the "UN’
World Food Programme", the youngest to do so at the time of his
appointment. "I hope that my own experience with Sao Paulo and

Milan can inspire hungry children to believe they can overcome
the odds and lead a normal life". The same year he got a
deserved membership in the organization "Athletes of Christ",
which includes fellow World Cup winners Edmilson and Lucio.
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His career really flourished at Milan as his talent and skills were vastly celebrated by the football
world when he was awarded "Best Midfielder" of the Champion’s League tournament finished 9th in
the 2005 Golden Ball ranking. Though they were beaten by English Premier League side Liverpool in
the final in Istanbul, Turkey, his scintillating displays of football genius in the midfield position have
seen football pundits attracting comparisons to Argentine legend Diego Maradona. Kaka played a
great first half, like the rest of the team, but he could not avoid Liverpool's draw. The English team
won on penalty shootouts, though Kaka scored his.
The following 2005-2006 season saw Kaka claim his first domestic hat-trick. On 9 April 2006 against
Chievo, he came out in the second half to score three goals. Later on in this campaign Kaka would go
on to score arguably his best goal for the Rossoneri in Milan's opening match against Fenerbahce in
the Champions League which Milan won with 3-1. Kaka started his run from midfield and skipped
past three tackles before entering the area and finishing with a low shot under the goal-keeper
Volkan Demirel. Kaka performed exceptionally during the whole season, but Milan didn't manage to
win anything. He ended the season with 5 goals in the Champions League and 14 goals in Serie A.
Despite no trophies, he got the award as “Serie A Foreign Player of the Year”, which went in Cagliari
player David Suazo's hands the year before.
He finally had a vacation by not playing in
adaptation was complete and he told

the year I think about Brazil and while on
However, Kaka featured the 2006 World
Cup in 2005. Brazil won that competition,
Brazilian won over Argentina 4-1.
following
Brazil’s
win
over
several of his teammates wore
“Jesus loves you” in various
used to have the same
“God is Faithful,” stitched
of his boots as he has
fame as a platform to
Kaka
has
also
interest in becoming a
finishing
football
career.

the Copa America in Peru. His
Guerin Sportivo, "It’s strange. During

holiday I think about Milan.”
Cup Qualifying and the Confederation
and he scored in the final that the
During the post match celebration
Argentina, he and
t-shirts that read
languages. He also
phrase, along with
onto the tongues
always used his
share
Christ.
expressed
an
pastor
after
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Ricky has been blessed with all the tall, dark and
handsome that makes Brazilian men some of the most
sought after in the world. But despite his position as
one of the hunkiest and richest athletes in the world,
Kaka is happily married to his stunning childhood
sweetheart Caroline, whom he married when she was
just 18 years old. They got married on 23 December
2005 in "Rebirth in Christ" church in Sao Paulo in front
of lavish 600 guests. His fellow players from the
national team attended the wedding, as well as other
well known international players. Guests included
Ronaldo Nazario, Adriano, Cafu, Dida, Julio Baptista
and Brazilian national coach Carlos Alberto Parreira.
Believe it or not, Kaka popped the question on the day before Caroline’s birthday in the city where
love happens, Venice, Italy – in a restaurant!
While taking about proposing and such stuff, there is a thing that you may have probably never
known or heard about. Once a fan proposed Kaka, but (un)fortunately he had to reject her proposal.
There have always been speculations surrounding Kaka’s religion as many are of the idea that he
embraced Islam after marriage. However, all these speculations are incorrect and Kaka follows
Christianity. Kaka left a good impression on Caroline's family the first moment they saw him and they
like his lovely way of treating everyone. He reportedly calls Carol's mother "aunt" and her father
"uncle". He also gets well with Caroline's brother, Enrico Celico. Unfortunately girls, as you can see
from the image below - he is taken…
Though most wives tend to worry when their superstar husbands go on extended road trips, Celico
knows that her husband's only mistress is the Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. Carol is often described
as a spontaneous and smiling person, very fond of sports and music. She adores swimming and
playing tennis, but she was never interested in football before meeting Kaka. "Carol was never

connected to football before. Now she doesn't even want to think about not going at the stadium to
support her boyfriend", once her mother said in an interview. She was very disciplined in her highschool time, besides the fact that she spoke English and French fluently. Before getting to know
Kaka, Carol spent some time abroad - most of the time studying in USA, France and England.
Anyway, back on our football trail. Brazil was a favorite in the World Cup in 2006
in Germany, and not only because they were title holders. They
had the “Fabulous Four” in attack - Kaka, Adriano,
Ronaldo and Ronaldinho. Unfortunately, Brazil had a big
disappointment, as they were knocked out by France in
quarter-finals. It was just Kaka who played well for Brazil.
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He scored his only World Cup goal against Croatia during the Group Stage. Wriggling free from two
markers he managed to get the ball out from under his feet and then unleash an unstoppable drive
from 25 meters that was a goal from the instant with his left boot. In a friendly against rivals
Argentina on 3 September, after entering as a substitute, he showed balance, composure and a
deadly eye for a finish, when the Brazilian carried the ball half the length of the pitch before coolly
slipping it past Argentina’s helpless goalkeeper Abbondazieri. Kaka started his surge forward from
inside his own half thanks to a mistake by Messi is not the only reason this one was a collector’s
item.
After being involved in the Calciopoli scandal and threatened with relegation to the second division,
Milan was almost at the point of losing most of their valuable players, including Kaka. The same year,
Real Madrid and Chelsea came asking for him and both offered as sum of €60 million, but received a
strong no from Milan who told them he wasn't for sale. This was later finalized when Kaka signed a
contract which should have kept him in the club until 2011.
The following 2006-2007 season wasn't an ordinary season, this was Kaka's season. Shevchenko’s
departure to Chelsea allowed Kaka to become the focal point of Milan’s offense as he alternated
between the midfield and striker positions. Ricky did not play a great Serie A championship, but he
did the contrary Sao Paulo fans thought at the beginning of his career: he was decisive in the most
important games, especially in UEFA Champions League.
Kaka became an Italian citizen on 12 February 2007, which enabled him to play as an EU
player. On 15 February 2007, Milan president Silvio Berlusconi made a statement that he
will be club's next captain. With Paolo Maldini facing retirement, Berlusconi
intended to end all speculation over Kaka's future by naming the young
Brazilian club captain. "Kaka? He will become our captain”.
He scored his first Champions League hat-trick in a 4–1 group stage win
over the Belgian side Anderlecht. Cutting in from the left, the Brazilian let fly
from 30 meters with a swerving, rapier like shot to the far corner of the net. I
think you will agree with me that at least 90% of Milan wins over Bayern Munich
and Manchester United were due to that man's great plays. Though he did not
score during the final, he won his first Champions League trophy. He
finished as the top scorer in the 2006-07 Champions League campaign
with 10 goals. One of them helped the Rossoneri eliminate Celtic in the
quarter-finals on a 1–0 aggregate. Kaka had been threatening to
score all game and his winner was worth the wait. After shaking off
the challenge of Neil Lennon, he ran half the length of the pitch
before slipping his shot through the legs of Boruc. Three others
proved fatal for Manchester United in the semi-finals, despite
Milan losing the first leg.
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A barnstorming encounter between two of the
Rooney grab a late winner to give United, as it
leg in Italy but the best

best teams on the planet saw Wayne
turned out, false hope for the return
player on the pitch by some distance
was Kaka. Scoring two of Milan’s

goals, I bet
the first one will still
be
giving Gabriel Hienze and
Patrice
Evra nightmares to this day. However,
the second leg
saw Milan in a different proposition at
home,
teaching
tired
United a lesson in technique and vision.
None more so than Kaka,
whose 11th minute opener, a left footed
drive from outside the box
that beat the scrambling Edwin van der
Sar, was simple but perfectly
executed. Meeting Liverpool in the final
of the competition, Milan
managed to take their revenge on the
side that miraculously beat them
in the 2005 final. The game ended 2-1
for Milan and Kaka's great plays
were decisive at both goals, as the Brazilian dribbled his way to earn the free kick responsible for the
first goal and also gave the assist for the second, both goals being scored by striker Filippo Inzaghi.
In April, a group of sports experts arranged by the Gazzetta Dello Sport in Italy proclaimed
Kaka as the world’s best football player. Perhaps the main reason was the left foot goal
against rivals Inter. At that moment Kaka could have been seen in a TV advert for Ringo
Biscuits in which he drives around Italy showing kids how to do keepie-ups. Later that
year Kaka wrote a letter to the Brazilian Football Associations, where he wrote he
needed some rest after three endless seasons. After missing out on the Copa America,
he returned to play in Brazil’s friendly match against Algeria on 22 August. Also in
2007, the Renascer founders Estevam and Sonia Hernandes have been arrested in
Miami as they tried to smuggle $60 000, and they have been blamed for taking the
money of the donations for their wealth. The Hernandes' family celebrated Kaka's
wedding. Luckily he didn't let the incident rock his faith.
For his stellar play throughout the competition, he was voted the Vodafone Fans’ Player of
the Season in a poll of over 100 000 UEFA's site visitors. On 30 August, Kaka was
named by UEFA as both the top forward of the 2006-2007 Champions League
season and UEFA Club Footballer of the Year. He played his 200th career match
with Milan in a 1–1 home draw with Catania on 30 September, and on 5
October 2006, he was named the 2006-2007 FIFPro World Player of the
Year. Everybody endorsed him as world's best player, so the awards started getting
into his hands.
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On 18 November, Kaka continued playing well and earned
Brazil a draw in the World Cup qualifier in Peru. We can all
remember him taking an awkward pass with two men closing
down and he took barely a second to control the ball before
striking a clean drive from distance that caught the
goalkeeper by surprise.
After few days, Kaka’s wife Caroline confirmed, in an
interview with magazine Chi that she will give birth to a
child in April the next year. Their first child was expected to be a boy.
On 2 December, after defeating Boca Juniors in the FIFA Club World Cup with one goal and
two assists, Kaka became the eighth Milan player to win the Ballon d’Or, as he finished
with a decisive 444 votes, long ahead of runner-up Machester United's Cristiano
Ronaldo. After being announced as a winner, he declared: "It was an exceptional
year and the Ballon d'Or crowns an extraordinary 2007. I want to thank God who
allowed me to be here today. I thank my wife, my parents and Milan, the team
that allowed me to win. I also thank my teammates, both at Milan and Brazil, and
all of the fans". He was handed the Toyota award for player of the tournament.
Later the FIFA World Player of the Year award followed. But Kaka presented his
church with the trophy, which is now displayed in an exhibition dedicated to the
player and his faith. Also, the shirt that Kaka wore during the match against Boca
Juniors under his Milan one that had words “I belong to Jesus” written on in was offered to the
Brazilian president Lula after that match. After winning everything that a player dreams about, he
simply had the world at his feet…
The following 2008-2009 season was entirely different from the one before. On 27 February, Kaka
picked up a knee injury after a 2-1 win against Palermo. But in spite of the injury, Kaka signed a
contract extension through 2013 with Milan after two days. Due to his contributions on and off the
pitch, on 2 May 2008 the Time magazine named him in the Time 100, a list of the world’s 100 most
influential people. Afterwards on 10th, Milan officially reject Kaka’s Olympic chances.
"The club feels that it is unfair that Kaka, who is already part of the Brazilian national
team is included for official game in the Olympic squad," the officials
said in a statement on Milan's website that while they would agree to
release players such as Pato and Kaka’s brother Digao, who were
at that time both under 23 years, they would never agree to
release players who were older than that. Later that month,
in an interview for Italian edition of Vanity Fair and later
Croatian show Red Carpet, Kaka revealed that he and
Caroline were both virgins when they got married.
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"The Bible teaches that true love waits until marriage,” he told Red Carpet. “If our life today is so
beautiful, I think it is because we waited", Kaka said about his marriage. He also admitted that it was
not easy to stay a virgin until his wedding night, and that even still there are challenges to living
faithfully. “There are always temptations, but the sacrifices we made for each other have been more
than worth it", he told Vanity Fair.
After picking up another serious injury on 24th, Kaka successfully underwent surgery on his left knee
for damage on meniscus caused by overuse. Just the other day Kaka left the hospital on home
treatment. According to Brazilian sources, the Milan player was seen taking his
wife Caroline to a pre-birth course at a private clinic in Sao Paolo. There, the
couple learnt how to change diapers and received nursing instructions to
learn the correct methods of respiration and massage techniques to relieve
tension.
Couple’s first child, Luca Celico Leite, was born on 10 June, in Sao
Paulo’s Albert Einstein hospital. "Caroline gave birth to Luca at 1:05 a.m.",
the hospital said in a statement, adding the baby was 51 centimeters tall,
weighed 3.59 kilograms, and that "mother and baby are fine''. The good
news soon appeared on Milan’s official website and all Milan fans in the
world sent their affectionate congratulations to the new parents. Kaka
also prepared a printed Milan shirt, “Luca 2008” as a way to
commemorate the birth of his son. A few days later, the proud parent
uploaded picture on Twitter of the newborn baby Luca in the arms of his parents.
On 14 October, Kaka cast his footprints into the Estadio do Maracana’s sidewalk of fame, in a section
dedicated to the memory of the country’s top players. Ricky returned from the tough injury on 11
September in Milan's loss to Lugano. The Brazilian returnee was disappointed with the 2-0 defeat, but
was pleased with his own recovery from injury. Later that year, Kaka's dream to become Milan
captain came true. On 27 November, Milan played a UEFA Cup match against English side
Portsmouth and after Gennaro Gattuso had left the field, Luca Antonini handed the captain armband
to
Kaka. Portsmouth took a 2-0 lead through goals from Kanu and Kaboul in the first
half. Kaka wore the captain armband for only 7 minutes as he was substituted by
Ronaldinho in the 73rd minute of the match and the captaincy was given to veteran
Inzaghi. In the end, Milan came back with a 84th minute Ronaldinho free kick and
then a goal from Pippo in extra time that allowed them to end the game with a tie.
Kaka was in doubt for Coppa Italia’s clash with Lazio on 3 December and
despite a new potential injury, he managed to make it into the squad.
Lazio managed to overcome ten-man Milan 2-1 in extra time on to
knock them out and advance to the quarter-finals.
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Few days after the match, Kaka tried to reassure fans regarding his injury, even
though it could have taken up to 90 days to heal completely. ”It’s nothing

serious, the examination on Monday morning revealed an inflammation
around the pelvic area,” Kaka told Sky Sport Italia. The same year he
helped the UN World Food organization launch "Fill the Cup", an ambitious
relief effort that works to get food to the estimated 59 million children in
developing countries.
On 7 January towards the beginning of the 2009, Milan won the traditional Dubai
Cup trophy but Kaka didn’t play due to the above mentioned injury and was
quickly spotted in the stands speaking to teammates Clarence Seedorf,
Alexandre Pato and David Beckham. He was also mobile texting (probably
Caroline) frequently. Almost a week after Milan’s first match in the year had
been played; Manchester made an offer of more than £100 million for him.
Milan director Umberto Gandini said that they would agree if a meeting
between the two clubs and Kaka took place.
At first Kaka shut all those false rumors saying that we wanted to “stay at Milan for few more years”
and stated his intention of becoming one of Milan’s captains in the future. But later came with a
different thought, "If Milan want to sell me, I’ll sit down and talk. I can say that as long as the club

doesn’t want to sell me, I'll definitely stay".
That year Milan was really starting to age with fresh blood needed but not provided. But they sadly
took part in the UEFA Cup and even failed to make an impression losing to eventual Champions
Werder Bremen in the early knockout stages.
Everything was ready for Kaka’s move to rainy England, as negotiations between Milan and
Manchester City opened. Milan’s fans were desperate and afraid of the fact that their favorite player
may leave, but on the other hand - Manchester City’s were happy, content and couldn’t wait for the
Brazilian superstar to arrive.
On 16 January, Milan played a match against Fiorentina at home and it was supposed
that that game was Kaka’s last one wearing Milan jersey. There were vast
rumors: if he wasn’t going to show up, he is kissing Milan goodbye; that
Kaka hugged both Leonardo and Ancelotti as a sign of respect;
that all the Milan players cried in training because of his
departure… But back to the long waited match, it started.
As Kaka entered the pitch he took a long look around and
then beat his fist on his chest - a gesture commonly used
by footballers to display their loyalty to supporters.
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All the fans came to see him and somewhere deep in their hearts they
gained at least a dozen of hope that Kaka would stay and everything will
turn out to be good. They held banners and chanted songs to show their
support. "Hands off Kaka" read one banner, while another said: "I thought the
devil could not sell its soul, but I was wrong," referring to Milan's devil's head logo.
Milan won the game with 1-0 and the player who was expected to leave played a
very good game.
After the match ended, all of the teammates of his including David Beckham, Philippe
Senderos, Christian Abbiati, Ronaldinho, Andrea Pirlo, Paolo Maldini, Mathieu Flamini,
Massimo Ambrosini, Gianluca Zambrotta, Giuseppe Favalli, even couple of
Fiorentina's players approached and hugged him goodbye, saying “We all love you”.
Kaka left the field with his arm covering his heart, pointing to Milan’s crest. That
view was… it simply can’t be expressed with words. Back at that time, I don’t think
there could have been a person that couldn’t hold on to his tears as they kept on
falling down.
When asked about the potential transfer, his grandmother Vera told the Mirror: "I
haven't talked to him yet. All I know is what I've read in the newspaper. But I
believe he's going to stay at Milan. He likes it very much". Then a true miracle
happened as his grandmother's words came out to be true! However, when the
meeting took place the verdict was that Kaka would be staying with Milan. Three days after the
heart-breaking Serie A fixture, Milan’s Silvio Berlusconi announced that Manchester City had officially
ended their bid after the negotiations between the clubs failed, and that Kaka would remain with
Milan. All supporters protested outside the club headquarters earlier that evening. Later when they
heard the tremendous news, they decided to gather outside Kaka's home. They all sang songs and
seemed really happy with his decision. After some time, the fans' pride came out of the window
where he saluted all of them by flashing his Milan jersey.
The other day Kaka revealed the reason for his stay to the press. In an interview he
stressed God helped him decide whether to stay or leave. “I believe I have made

the right choice. To have gone to Manchester City could have been a great project
but in
the past few days I have prayed a lot to understand what the
right
team would be and in the end I have decided to remain here.
I don't
want anything else, I just want to be well and be happy in
the
place where people love me. From this story I
have understood how much people love me at
Milan, the fans and my team-mates have
helped me make this choice”, he
revealed.
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"No member of my family has pushed me to go anywhere. I have not had any arguments with my
father. My family has been very supportive and at no time have they forced me one way or the other.
There were rumors that this story had come out because I wanted to renew my contract, this is not
true. I have remained with the team where I am linked by heart. That is what made me take this
decision. All the fans are there chanting my name against Fiorentina. Milan is my home, where I am
close to and where my heart really is”, Kaka ended up his touching and honest confession.
Milan president Silvio Berlusconi, who led the discussions with Manchester City welcomed Kaka's
decision to stay. “We offered the player the chance to consider the offer and make himself a fortune,
but he has higher values,” said Berlusconi. “He is staying with us; there are things which are more

important than money: we are happy. When I heard he would prefer to stay, that he didn't think he
would be missing a great opportunity and he prefers the values of our flag, the values of closeness
and friendship, the warmth and the affection that all the fans have shown him in these days, I said
hooray and we hugged. Kaka is staying at Milan”.
In my personal opinion, that was his greatest deed he has ever done since I started following him.
Just showing the world how big a person's heart can be; showing everybody that having money
doesn't make you totally joyful and powerful. The lure of a $500 000-a-week salary could have easily
enticed some other player, but not Kaka. He could have easily accepted the offer and be happy to
earn that much - but he didn't. I don't think there is such player left on the planet that would reject
an offer as this one and would later be thankful to God for having such great and supportive
teammates and staff. It's a shame that people don't often use this situation as an example for
their lives, which it definitely should be.
On 22 April, Kaka was seen with a birthday cake before playing
a friendly match against the Hungarian All-Stars in Budapest, Hungary. The
Hungarian All-Stars Team was composed from players from Hungary's top league.
Peter Rajczi opened the score in the early beginning. Later the birthday-boy
equalized. Eventually Milan won the game 5-2.
On 5 May 2009, Maldini was preparing to play his final game
for Milan and he called for Kaka to inherit the club captaincy.

“There is a time when a player must take on more
responsibility and I feel that my departure has brought about
that time for Kaka I think he will be here for a long. He
has aspired to being captain and I think he has the
right personality to do it”.
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Later on 16 May, Kaka's agent stated that there is as yet no agreement with Real Madrid, countering
speculation linking him with a move to the Blancos. The other day, reports started to emerge stating
that Real Madrid president-in-waiting Florentino Perez won't spend more than €60 million on Kaka.
After four days, Silvio Berlusconi admits that he may need to sell the Brazilian. After three days, a
report out of Italy states that Madrid may in fact spend up to €80m on him. After days of speculation,
the Spanish media state that Kaka could be a Real Madrid player as early as “next week”.
On 28 May, back in Italy, Milan CEO Adriano Galliani and Kaka himself began to downplay rumors.
"Kaka will stay at Milan", said Galliani. Kaka himself was slightly less emphatic, adding, "I've always
said that I love it in Milan". The next day Madrid's intentions are becoming abundantly clear as Perez
says that he will approach Milan about the midfielder. On the last day of May, Real Madrid president
is drawn into transfer fever as reports indicate that Milan and the Spanish side have reached an
agreement of €60 million, with Kaka himself to earn €9.1 million per annum.
The new month started with more fun and turnovers to come in the following days. Perez emerged
once again to say that Real Madrid have not signed Kaka, yet. And then the fun really begins. On 2
June, on a mammoth day for transfer news, Kaka kicks things off by stating that he doesn't want to
leave Milan. Hours later, the Spanish press report that his agent and Adriano Galliani have arrived in
Madrid to discuss a possible transfer. His spokesman then confirms that Real Madrid have made an
offer. The press in Spain quickly ascertains that Kaka has agreed in principle to become a Real
Madrid player. The Italian media fall into line an hour later. But then a late Chelsea bid - or at least
reports of one – threatens to derail matters.
On 3 June 2009, Football Italia reported that newly-elected Real Madrid president Florentino Perez
had offered Milan a €65 million deal for Kaka, two days after the player had left for international duty
with Brazil. Milan vice president Adriano Galliani did not deny the reports, and confirmed that he and
Kaka’s father, Bosco Leite, had traveled to Mexico to meet with La Volpe. “We had lunch and spoke
about Kaka. I don’t deny it. Negotiations exist, but a deal has yet to be done”. Back in Milan,
Gennaro Gattuso tells a press conference that the move would see Milan “lose a champion”.
Rossoneri fans, unwilling to lose such a champion, begin to protest in the city. Meanwhile, Chelsea
angrily deny making a bid.
Strangely enough, Milan agree to sell their jewel. On 4 June, Galliani told Gazzetta dello Sport that
financial
reasons were his motive for the talks with La Volpe. “We cannot allow losing

€70

million… The reasons for Kaka’s
Shortly after, Milan president
Silvio Berlusconi denies that
it's a definite matter.

departure are economic”.
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The other day, according to a report, Kaka signs a Real Madrid shirt for a fan in Uruguay, where he
was preparing to play for the Brazilian national side. In the event, an impressive
Brazil as Kaka scores a penalty in the Selecao's 4-0 mauling of their hosts in
Montevideo. The following day was a rollercoaster of a day – June 8. In the early
morning, Silvio Berlusconi announces that he would personally like to keep Kaka,
but circumstances have intervened. Soon afterwards, Italian press sources state
that the transfer will be announced around midnight, European time. Later, he is
brought to the medical facility of the Brazilian national team in the city of Recife for
a 9am medical with the Madrid doctor. To dispel any doubt, the Brazilian Football
Federation confirmed that Kaka has undergone medical checks with Real Madrid club
staff. Inevitably, reports emerge stating that Kaka has passed his medical.
Meanwhile the Brazilian press gears up to confirm the transfer. In the evening,
Milan and Real Madrid finally confirm that Kaka has moved to the Bernabeu on a
six-year deal, which was the third highest transfer in football history at that time.

"I wanted to stay but the world crisis affected my decision", Kaka said. "I knew I'd only leave Milan to
play for Real. Manchester City and Real Madrid are two different clubs with different situations", he
explained. "At that time, it was mid-season, I had a strong emotional impact due to the Italian fans
requesting me to stay and I decided to stay. Now another chance came up and Milan is in a big
financial crisis. For me, the sporting project at Madrid is interesting and will be an important boost to
continue my career at the highest level". He went on to downplay his chances of inheriting the No. 5
shirt from Zinedine Zidane and Fabio Cannavaro, as he decided to wear No. 8 on his back. For Kaka,
the change meant a new team and a new contract, but not a new life. In a sport that has its share of
glitz and glamour, the playmaker has been unafraid to voice his Christian faith. “Cars and women,

things like that have never been important to me. My family and my belief in God and Jesus are the
things which determine my life. I do want to live my life in the right way, and live my life close to
God”.
I believe one cannot question Kaka’s commitment to the Rossoneri. He seemed intent on staying at
the club and even hinted at becoming a permanent captain one day. Unfortunately, the conditions at
Milan did not allow him to stay and I for one am of the view that the club, in dire need of financial
capital forced Kaka’s sale. "I want to thank Milan, as they were the club who put me on the

international scene. They gave me the opportunity to become a big name in
Europe", he stated. “I'm happy to leave Milan by the front door, with a lot of
friends. It has been very emotional to see what the Milan fans have done for
me", are probably the words a Milan fan will never forget. Also Milan thanked
Kaka for his contribution. "Milan thanks the man Kaka and the champion Kaka
for his decisive contributions to so many victories obtained in the last six years,"
the Serie A club said. "His loss on the field, though serious, can be filled. It will,
however, be very difficult to fill the void left by Kaka the man".
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Although Milan claimed the European Super Cup and also the title as the best club
in the world following their success in the World Club Cup, domestically and in
Europe Milan struggled. Milan even failed to qualify for the Champions League
and did not make it past the second round against a talented but naive
Arsenal side. Kaka claimed a highly respectable 16 goals in Serie A.
The Brazilian was at Milan for six seasons and in this time he showed himself
to be one of Milan’s greatest ever players. He helped Milan reach two
Champions League finals claiming one, a European Super Cup, a Scudetto and the World Club Cup.
He was a highly effective attacking midfielder who had a canny for scoring wonderful goals and
crucial goals. His displays in the Champions League were outstanding and his single handed
demolition of Manchester United in the semi finals in 2007 will live long in memory. As well as the
final celebrations after Milan defeated Liverpool much thanks to his brilliance. As painful as it was to
see our maestro leave, we as fans should have wished him the best of luck for his newly expected
adventure in the Spanish capital. We can only show gratitude to Kaka, a true professional in every
sense with a faith that most of us can only envy.
The new Real Madrid signing participated the 2009 FIFA Confederations Cup, marking his first
international tournament since the 2006 World Cup. His only two goals came in Brazil’s group stage
opener against Egypt on 14 June, when he scored a goal in the fifth minute and then added a 90thminute penalty in Brazil’s 4–3 victory. He received the Golden Ball as the player of the tournament at
the Confederations Cup and was also named the Man of the Match in the final after helping Brazil to
a 3-2 win against the United States.
Kaka made his unofficial debut for Real Madrid on 7 August 2009, in a 5–1 friendly victory against
Toronto. After a week, Royston Drenthe praises him and reveals his youth dream. “Kaka is an

impressive player. When I was younger and I played on 'PlayStation', I always selected to play with
him. Who knows how many goals I scored with Kaka. It's a dream to play alongside him”.
Almost a week after his first Real Madrid appearance and the homecoming returned home - just to
pay an unexpected visit to former teammates, after his new club allowed him a two-day rest period.
Kaka used the 16th day of the month to drop by to say hello to his Milan
friends at the Milanello training complex. Kaka enjoyed a long chat with
coach Leonardo and individually paid his regards to his close friends. The
Rossoneri players finally gave the Brazilian a heartfelt round of applause,
before they went through their paces for the rest of the session. The next
day he offered some motivational advice to his former colleagues ahead
of the Juventus clash for the annual Silvio Berlusconi Trophy.
“We hope to beat Juventus,” Kaka told La Gazzetta
Dello Sport, suggesting he is still their fan. “Milan

have to win, they already have good players”.
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He scored his first goal, a penalty kick, for the Spanish side during a
pre-season match on 19 August, in a 5–0 victory against Borussia
Dortmund. On 25 August, Kaka rooted for the Rossoneri in the Milan
derby. As expected, his old teammates were his pick. “I hope Milan
win the derby, but these kind of games are always difficult”, he told
Sky Sport Italia. Just four days after, he made his official debut for Real
Madrid in a 3–2 win against Deportivo La Coruna.
The same year, the Brazilian admitted that unlike other football players, he prefers
drinking water while partying at the bar. He usually goes on dinner with his close
ones and with friends (grill dishes is his favorite food), rarely visits nightclubs –
only on special occasions and with colleagues. He is also very fond of listening to
gospel music and he idolizes Brazilian gospel singer, Aline Baros as his favorite song is “Promessa”
(Promise). Kaka likes the music bands "Switchfood" and "Sonicflood", as well (both bands are
Christian). His
favorite color is white, the one that symbolizes purity and
sincerity. He really likes to pray; even he often invites his
colleagues to pray, as his favorite book is the Bible. He
is a Ferrari and Audi enthusiast. Kaka also idolizes
actor Tom Hanks and actress Julia Roberts.
Speaking of favorites, just like every man on the
planet, Kaka likes perfumes and he is very fond of
Calvin Klein and Hugo Boss. Kaka is also a brand
ambassador of Pepsi and their product Gatorade. He
is often seen in Gillette commercials alongside Roger Federer,
Thierry Henry and Tiger Woods. Kaka can also be spotted in the
Sony advertisements for product Sony Bravia and in a 3D advert with Andy
Ansah; Armani’s, Adidas’, FIFA’s, Ringo's, Pepsi’s and co.
After praising Kaka, Maradona gets to see that he has praised the right one, when Argentina suffer a
hard
1-3 loss by rivals Brazil. As expected, a sensational performance from the Real Madrid
superstar. Once again he demonstrated to be one of the best in the
business with his speed, determination and class. His
brilliant through ball split the Argentina defense
and set up Luis Fabiano for Brazil’s third goal. He
had also played a part in the second. On 12 September,
Kaka played a great game in Barcelona, this time against
Espanyol. He may not have scored, but was the real difference
between the two sides, setting up the first two goals and completely
dominating the midfield. After just eleven days Ricky finally scores
his first LA Liga goal, a penalty kick, in a 2–0 win against Villarreal.
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On 20 October, Kaka was awarded with the “Marca Leyenda” award. According to the sports daily’s
Director, Eduardo Inda, “when we
award the Marca Leyenda, we do it based on

merit in sports. In Kaka’s case, he
Cup, the Champions League, an
World Player… But beyond his
overcome adversity”, said Inda
much to win with Real Madrid,
to win many titles and to make
first of many as a Real Madrid

fulfills all the requirements. He has won a World
Intercontinental Cup, the Ballon d’Or, the FIFA
success in sports lies his personality and ability to
when giving the prestige award. “I have
both collectively and individually. My goal is
history. I hope this award is the
player”, responded Kaka.

One of the most eagerly anticipated CL match was Real Madrid's encounter with Milan on 21 October
which saw Kaka met his old team mates at the Santiago Bernabeu. This was the first match he had
to play against his former club. Kaka had a massive grin on his face as he gave his former teammates each a pre-game hug. He had promised not to celebrate if he scores: "I will not celebrate out
of respect for everything that Milan have given me”, but he also said he is keen to do what he can to
knock them out – so that Madrid don't have to play them again later. However, Kaka's wish didn't
come true as Milan surprisingly beat Real Madrid 3-2 with a clincher by Pato few minutes before the
end. It was reported that Kaka visited Milan dressing room after the match. According to La Gazzetta
dello Sport, Kaka wanted to console his former teammates and take the chance to see them all
again. Milan apparently highly appreciated the gesture.
The other game against Milan was played on 3 November, which ended in draw and a result that was
probably fair for both sides. The night at the San Siro had a pleasant conclusion as Milan faithfully
showed their appreciation to our former King, Kaka, with a standing ovation. His performance in the
first half brought memories back of what he used to do for our club and fittingly the fans gave their
respects as the return of our King came to an end. Few minutes after the end of the match, Milan
Channel rushed right away to get an interview by Kaka, just like in the good old times."Thank you for

all the emotions that I felt tonight. I spent so many magical nights at the San Siro and tonight is has
been another beautiful night that I’ll never be able to forget. I also want to say that I will never
forget the city of Milan and the Milan fans - they will always have a special place in my heart. I may
have left Milan, but I haven't forgotten to turn my TV on and watch their matches. I'm still in touch
with Leonardo and with my friends, because friendship never ends: the professional
relationship is over but the one attached to heart never ends", said Kaka
before being joined by former teammate Seedorf. "Clarence is a true
teacher because he has experienced lots of different things. Now it is
my job to teach the youth. Clarence is the greatest, though. He
helped me develop and gave me lots of advices; I have got to
thank him for that reason. Anyway, thanks everybody. I want
to say goodbye to Milan Channel, to the Milan fans all over the
world and FORZA MILAN", summed up Kaka.
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Another game worth mentioning is Kaka’s first El Clasico on 29 November. Kaka played the whole
match and made few good moves, including one fabulous run that tricked and slalomed his way past
three Barcelona’s defenders. We have all thought his career would go up another level, but
unfortunately the injuries have come to break all positive thoughts.
The end of the year brought good news for Kaka and his family. Exactly on 8 December, Kaka
announced via Twitter that he will be a father again as his wife Caroline is pregnant with a girl. “With

a great joy, I confirm that my beautiful wife is pregnant with our second child. This time it’s a girl!”,
the player wrote on the internet, adding that he and Caroline have not yet chosen the baby’s name
who was expected to be born in late April.
On 25 January 2010, Portuguese club Benfica organized a humanitarian event where they had to play
against Zinedine Zidane’s Friends team. Kaka was invited by his good friend Ronaldo, to represent
him in the match. Before the kick-off, participants observed one minute of silence in remembrance of
the victims of the devastating earthquake that stroke Haiti on January 12. “I think Haiti needs

everybody’s support now. Around the world there a lot of problems, but the most urgent problem
now is Haiti – and because of that I am very happy to be part of this game tonight and to represent
Ronaldo here”. Kaka had the chance to play with many other football legends and generous people
above all, including: Pavel Nedved, Michael Laudrup, Thierry Henry, Fabien Barthez, Edgar Davids,
Phillip Cocu, Luis Figo, Rui Costa, Nuno Gomez, Gheorghe Hagi, Gheorghe Popescu and many others.
On 17 February 2010, Kaka came to say that he believes Milan can overturn their 3-2 Champions
League defeat to Manchester United. "I am sorry for my former teammates and the fans, but it's not
over for Leonardo", he told La Gazzetta Dello Sport. "Champions League qualification is decided over

both legs. The first is over, and now they have to go to Manchester and play for the second leg even
though it will be difficult". Despite Kaka’s support, Milan didn’t manage to make it into the last 16 as
United demolished them 4-0.
After a week, Brazil national team coach Dunga came to defend Kaka in the wake of criticism the
mercurial talent has received for his performances in a Real Madrid shirt. "A few months ago Kaka
was a candidate to be the best player in the world and now he's not good enough for Madrid", Dunga
was quoted as saying by AS. "Kaka is very professional and knows his responsibility and is very

important for Brazil at the World Cup. Three months ago Kaka was the player that everyone
wanted to have and now they start to question him."
On 10 March, Spanish leading newspapers AS and Mundo
Deportivo revealed that Kaka had already reached an
agreement with Milan and that he was about to join the
Rossoneri back on a loan with the option of resumption.
Out of relief, there have been many others like this one,
suggesting he was about to join Chelsea or Manchester United.
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On the same date but in June, Kaka’s best friend Marcelo Saragosa gave the
needed support to our man. “Kaka is an excellent player.” The current DC United
midfielder and Kaka have been best friends since they were 13 years old, when
they both played in Sao Paolo in Brazil. “We are good friends, like brothers”,
Saragosa said. “We talk a lot, about family and about ourselves”. They each
served as best man at the other's weddings and are still in touch even though
they live so far away.
Not only does Europe know who Kaka is, but Hollywood as well. USA got to meet
Kaka after he had taken on an anti-prostitution campaign with Hollywood
homeboy Ashton Kutcher. The player posted an image where he appears with the
Brazilian shirt back to front to show his name and a plate with the name of the
campaign in the hand: “Real men don’t buy Girls”. Kaka and Kutcher don’t know themselves
personally, but they had exchanged messages through Twitter. Thus, Ashton Kutcher cheers for
Brazil and Kaka.
Kaka spent his first Real Madrid season (2009-2010) suffering from a wide
missing significant playing time in the second half of the year. But no matter
score 9 goals in all competitions – the whole bunch of the victims were
Tenerife, Real Zaragoza, Villareal thrice, Espanyol, Athletico Madrid, Gramozi
assists overall.

array of injuries and
what he managed to
Olympique Marseille,
Erseke and set up 8

When he got the opportunity, he played very well as it was highly expected from a player of his
talent and that is why he earned a call when Brazil took the World Cup field in South Africa back in
2010. These expectations were also on a high level and were very much triggered by the will not to
witness the same destiny that happened back in 2006. However, I guess this was something
inevitable. Kaka's role was supposed to be a tad different, but it ended up the same result. Knowing
that you have two heavy injuries (the second one was later discovered) to carry on your back and
still the thought about playing there makes you afraid for your career and surely gives you strong
creeps. I think it is safe to say that Ricky did star the way a real hero does, showing no pain and no
aggression. But the fear not to pick up another unfortunate injury was present the whole time
especially when dribbling or making a contact with opponent players. During the 20th June match
against Cote d’Ivoire; Kaka received a red card after receiving two yellow cards.
The second card was given for an elbow in the direction of Kader Keita.
Kaka was completely innocent in the incident leading to the second
yellow card. Keita feigned injury and collapsed holding his face when
our man only brushed his chest with an elbow. We all knew it was the
referee who had booked the wrong player, but Kaka accepted the
decision with his head up high and started looking on the bright side, as
always.
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"I have to look at the positive side. I will use this time to continue working on my
physical fitness. It's going to be important to get myself ready and return in top
form for the next round." However, Brazil were soon knocked out as Netherlands
beat them 2-1 in the semi-final. Kaka didn't score a single goal on the tournament,
but the fear of picking up another injury didn't stop him from laying on his "killer" pass
instinct and setting up 3 important assists.
There were a lot of ups and downs in his first season in Madrid, even years later they never seem to end. Most experts and players believed it was just an
injury crisis and that it was supposed to be over soon. One part gave up
on Kaka; others gave their support to him. On the other hand,
there were many who blamed the club for his situation. After
Real Madrid's failure against Lyon which led them crash out of
the Champions League, Robinho jumped to Kaka's defense as
he attacked Real Madrid for "blaming the foreigners".
On 5 August 2010, Real Madrid announced that Kaka had
already had surgery on his knee and will be out of action between three and four months. He had his
torn meniscus repaired in Amberes, Belgium by prestigious specialist, Dr. Marc Martens. It is still
unknown when he suffered his knee ailment and for how long he has been carrying the injury in the
wake of the World Cup. He might have been hurt, but that didn't stop him from dominating the
virtual pitch. The same day it was revealed that he will be on the cover of every copy of FIFA 11,
which is no small honor. "I've always been a fan of EA SPORTS and especially the FIFA
series," said Kaka. "Being on the FIFA Soccer 11 cover is a great honor for me since very

few players have this opportunity, and there have been some great players featured on the
cover of this truly amazing videogame".
After a little bit of period filled with calmness - rumor has it. On 8 September,
silly rumors about him joining Milan’s worst rivals, Inter, started spreading all
over the world. This false rumor made Milan fans furious at Inter and
started accusing them of trying to “steal” their former jewel.
Luckily, all of this was later denied by both sides and
Milan fans relived for a moment.
I think Inter’s president Moratti was the most hated person on
earth at that period of time – at least we all know such thing
would never happened, because Kaka has always stated that if
ever leaves Madrid, he wouldn’t fancy the idea of returning to
play for any other Italian club rather than Milan. So here we go!
Later on 11 October, a rumor about a sensational Milan return
makes its way in the media.
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Milan reportedly wanted Kaka back on loan for six months, with an agreement which states that he
may be purchased at the end of the season and that price should not exceed €40 million. Milan’s CEO
Adriano Galliani firstly said, “Kaka’s return is tough, but not impossible”, but later eventually closed
the door for a possible return.” However, Kaka ended all speculation of a January move away from
Madrid.
Let’s take a little break from Kaka and say few words about his brother – that’s the least he
deserves. Rodrigo Izecson dos Santos Leite or Diago as mentioned in the start, was born on 14
August 1985. Still a teenager when signed for his brother’s club, but he had spent several years
on loans with Italian teams. His position is mainly different from Kaka’s, as he plays as a
centre-back. Digao is yet another successful Sao Paulo’s youth product, but made his
name when arrived in Italy for the first time back in 2004. He was first loaned to
Sampdoria, but then was again loaned to Milan, where he first played as a loanee.
He officially became a Milan player in 2005, when he signed a contract with the
Milanese giants. However he was later loaned once again, this time it was to
Rimini, where he stayed two seasons. In 2007, Digao was recalled back at Milan
at the start 2007-2008 season. That is the season when he made his debut in a
friendly match against Dynamo Kyiv on 6 September, in which he was booked with
a yellow card. He made his Coppa Italia debut for in December 2007 against
Catania and made his Serie A debut against Lazio in March 2008 as a second half
substitute. Later he got the chance to play for Standard Liege and a trial period at
Freiburg. He repeated his Milan return and was later loaned out to Lecce. After not managing to
succeed in Milan, he resigned the contract and signed for Penafiel. Digao is a free agent currently.
An interesting detail says that even though Digao has the height, he had never scored a goal – up
until 11 November 2010. He managed to score his first goal in his career and also the only goal in
Penafiel’s defeat to Vitoria de Setubal 3-1, a result which led his team to the next phase of the
League Cup. Digao precisely scored the goal, the same way as his brother Kaka. The credits of
course went to his injured brother. "I remember it clearly - the goal came on a dead-ball from the

left. The ball came down; I took the opponent's defender out and I scored with my right leg. The
feeling was wonderful. At the time I just thought about celebrating it with my teammates and I
thanked God. I raised my hands to heaven”, he recalled. "My brother was thrilled
and happy about me. I'm glad he appreciated the
gesture. The goal was dedicated to him and our family."
While talking about family and stuff, it is important to say
that Digao married his college sweetheart Rebecca Sabino
back in 2009. According to Brazilian reports, they
studied in the same college in Sao Paulo, but
they had lost contact when the college
finished.
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However, faith does its thing and thanks to mutual friends they soon
reunite via the Internet. "We started dating during the Christmas
holidays in 2007", Digao revealed once. Vast VIP's were spotted
attending their wedding, such as former Milan teammates Serginho
and Dida, Dolce & Gabbana's owners, Giorgio Armani, Milan's CEO
Adriano Galliani alongside his better half Helga Galliani and many others. Kaka was obviously the best
man of the wedding, with Sao Paulo's physiotherapist Ricardo Sasaki and actress Giovanna Ewbank
alongside him. Luca was the youngest guest, who was just year and a half old then.
So, here we go again. A completely new year arrived, a new year filled with hope. The old one
passed at the speed of time. We have all left it behind and let us remember its good things only. One
of them was Kaka's presence at Real Madrid’s annual Christmas campaign “No child without a toy” a
month before the end of the year. Another one happened almost in the same period of time, when
Kaka returned to training after a long lay-off and manager Jose Mourinho said that having him back
was like a new signing.
After an eight-month absence, Kaka finally returned to play by entering
as a substitute for Karim Benzema on the 77th minute of a 3–2 victory over
Getafe on 3 January 2011. “I am very happy to finally be back and return to the

pitch with my teammates. I went through some very difficult moments during this
period but at last I think it's over. I didn't know when I would return, if I would
return, and I am very happy. I felt really good.” He dedicated his return to his family:
“Above all to my wife as she knows what I went through”. Kaka finally saw the end of
the dark tunnel when he scored his first goal of the season and with a little bit of
Ronaldo's help, Real Madrid crushed Villarreal 4-2 on 9 January. Two days passed
after Kaka's spectacular injury return and the support from his friends came strong.
Brazilian legend Ronaldo posted a message on Twitter complimenting his Brazilian
compatriot on fighting back to fitness. “Congratulations to my brother, another good

step, with your goal and your victory! You will slowly return to being the best in the
world”, he wrote. Kaka then responded leaving a short but respectful reply to his former
Brazil and Milan colleague, simply saying: "Thanks, phenomenon".
The press stroke again and various rumors and reports were sent all over the world, linking Kaka to a
long-speculated Milan return. I'm pretty sure nobody fell for this one, but the hope
definitely defrosted our frozen hearts. While in Albania, Kaka had a chance to rule
the transfer out, but he simply couldn't hide his (probably) immortal feelings for
Milan. “I keep on following them as I have left plenty of friends there. They are

doing very well and my compatriot Ronaldinho is going through a wonderful period
of form”, Kaka smiled. “I admit the Rossoneri still hold a special place in my heart.
However, I am at Real now and that’s what really matters".
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On 6 February, we had the chance to see yet another day of his when
Real Madrid trashed guests Real Sociedad 4-1. Just seven minutes were
on the clock when Kaka pounced on a ball that broke to him on the right
of the area, and curled his shot superbly into the far corner beyond
Claudio Bravo. That was his season's second. Shortly after, the time for
the world to say goodbye to a legend's career had come. I bet you all
remember that day - tears rolling all over, memories lingering, video
beams everywhere just to make the memories come alive again…
Everybody rushed to say goodbye to the Brazilian magician Ronaldo, who was forced to end his
career at the age of 34 after struggling with his body. Of course our man was full of admiration for
his old pal. “Ronaldo, thank you for everything you did. Thank you for the sport of football, for Brazil,
and for the army of many thousands of fans”, Kaka was quoted by Marca. Soon after, the legend
returns to playing regular football in Corinthians - the club where he retired the first time. He was
forced to retire once again, though, and this time for good.
By the beginning of March, Kaka suffered from "iliotibial band syndrome" which kept him sidelined for
few weeks. Real Madrid's coach Mourinho was determined not to rush his return until he was in an
optimal condition to play. Though injured, he was still the main topic of Milan's president Berlusconi.
After Galliani and Braida gave two "home-calling" appeals to Kaka – the third one followed. “If Kaka
wants to return, it would be great news for Milan, and all his supporters", with Tuttosport issued this
statement, the Rossoneri boss officially opened the return of their so-called “prodigal son”.
Kaka had so many reasons to be happy with end of the next month, although he wasn't on the field
at all. The first reason is the stop to Barcelona's dominance against Real Madrid. 20 April was a big
day for the Madrid giants, as they finally got the famous “La Copa del Rey” trophy. Kaka didn't
participate the big match, although he was seen warming up all of the time. He was excited and
happy, no matter what. He jumped, laughed and looked really content in the celebrating
area. The second reason is his birthday - the 22nd day of April. Is there anyone who could
simply forget this ordinary but important date? I don't think so. Another one is his
miraculous return from injury the other day. A nine goal race with Valencia at the Mestalla,
when Kaka grabbed two goals and two assists. The first one came through Benzema,
who combined with Higuain who passed to ball to Kaka. The Brazilian’s touch lifted
the ball into the roof of the net as Madrid began to dominate the
exchanges. Later Kaka responded to Soldado's goal by scoring
his second when he side-stepped his defender before
prodding the ball into the far corner with a
sublime finish. Both
goals were dedicated to his to-beborn daughter.
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Now I bet you would think there should be a "last but
not least" phrase, but I'm so sorry to let you down. I
have decided not write that because, in my opinion,
the third reason is the most important. Even though,
it is the last one in chronological order. This is where
God incorporated his fingers and created a special
human being that was later about to be sent to
earth. That little, cute and completely adorable
human being is Kaka's award for his faith and loyalty
to the almighty. According to Kaka’s mother Simone Leite, her granddaughter was born around 22:00
p.m., on 23 April. “Dears, my granddaughter is so beautiful. A real Princess! Caroline and the baby
are both are doing well!” said Simone via Twitter. Baby girl Isabella was born in Sao Paulo in the
Albert Einstein hospital. Kaka was notified right away and in a second he was seen on the airport on
his way to Brazil to spend Easter with his closest ones and meet his daughter for the first time. A hell
of a week, isn't it?
Moving up to May. The fist week of the new month was a dream come true for the ones who support
both Kaka and his former club Milan – including me. On 7 May, Milan finally got to win their 18th
Scudetto and their ex-jewel continued rocking the world with his good games. This time it was Sevilla
who witnessed another debacle. Kaka scored two out of Real Madrid's six goals. The other day, Kaka
prepared a little warm surprise for Milan. During Rossoneri’s party, as reported by Sky Sport 24,
Adriano Galliani had a moment of emotion and the main "cause" was nobody else but Kaka. The
Brazilian sent a text message to the vice-president saying: "Congratulation sir. We are the champions
of Italy", a sign that the affection of his former team is far from changed. Before heading to the
press, Galliani replied his text message with: "I would do anything for you". Later he confirmed the
statement to the press. ”I would really do anything for him. He is an extraordinary player and an

amazing man. I had one of the saddest moments in my career the time when I sold him. I just
couldn't stop my tears that day", admitted Galliani. On 18 May, Kaka expressed his love
for his former club once again, but denied the opportunity to return at the San Siro,
saying that he wants to leave a mark there first. “I want to stay and play

there next season. I don’t want to think now about playing in the Premier
League or going back to Brazil or going back to Italy. I
feel for Milan”, said Kaka, but before leaving
Real Madrid I want to do something here, to
be a protagonist. Milan will always be in
my heart - no matter what, but I’m here at
Real Madrid now and I don’t want to be a
waste of money, I want to prove my
abilities”.
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Season 2010-2011 came to an end, but it was just the beginning of a stormy and busy
summer transfer window. There were hundreds of rumors linking him with Italian
clubs, mainly Milan; English ones like Chelsea, Manchester United, Arsenal, and
Liverpool. There were even clubs like Anzhi and Rubin Kazan interested in his
signature, as well. “Milan return will be a dream come true for me, but they

can wait some time. I will return to Milan when I feel like I’m ready to and
when I win something will Real Madrid. Also, I would never sign for Inter,
although Leonardo is a great friend of mine. Still I would never do the worst
betrayal", said Kaka when asked whether he will continue at Real Madrid.
“Milan is in my heart, but I want to prove my worth in Madrid. I love Milan so
much that I feel as if I am a Champion of Italy as well. After they won the
Scudetto, I sent a text message to Galliani. I was so excited. I felt like I was there celebrating with
them. I was also very flattered with Berlusconi’s words, but now the only thing on my mind is
focusing entirely on making it big in Madrid”, Kaka ended.
Day by day, week by week, month by month. It's late August already and everyone is stretching up
their legs for the start of the new season. I guess I have to bore you a little bit more with all that
transfer talk, but don't worry – it's going to end up soon. Again the number one topic of the Spanish
and the Italian press was Ricky.
Reports of a spectacular return started circling again, reports of agreeing a loan, two boss' meeting
and discussing his transfer – came out just to raise our hope. Milan players raise their voice and
shared their opinion on this. There were some who were content with the current squad, some even
tight-lipped, but the number of the ones supporting Kaka's return was way bigger. Veteran Inzaghi,
Ibrahimovic, Kevin-Prince Boateng, Seedorf and his compatriots Robinho, Pato and Thiago Silva all
left the door open and said they would welcome Kaka with arms open-wide. “Ricky is a great friend

and I always hear from him. If he comes back everyone will be happy”, said Pippo. "Milan will be
stronger with Kaka and will have the chance to win Champions League once again", said his former
teammates Thiago Silva.
"Kaka is more than welcome to return. Just being aware of the fact that we
have him in the squad is what will raise our winning mentality", were
Alexandre Pato's and Robinho's words. Finally the last day of the
summer transfer window is here. Everyone was hoping for his
return, but… Eventually he had decided the best thing to do is to
stay where he was, which was completely OK in my opinion.
However, this decision wasn't accepted well by numbers of
Milan supporters who thought Kaka didn't join them back
just because of the money – which I think was a lame way to
accuse such person as Kaka and was completely unfair.
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I have to admit I was also disappointed, but neither in Kaka nor Milan. I have
decided to respect my favorite player's and my favorite club's decision the way it
simply its. At least I didn't try spitting on him like so many others. Years after
joining Real Madrid, I finally discovered that I am glad of constantly giving my
support to Kaka and I am also happy to know that there is perhaps a little, but
important percentage of people all over the world who did the same thing I did…
Anyway, Kaka has a musical side to himself as he performed a song with his wife,
Caroline, on her debut album. The song, entitled Presente de Deus (Gift by God), was
written by Kaka himself for his wife and was resonated in the church during their wedding in
2005.
Ok, back to our man here who is now going for his third season in a Real Madrid jersey, but
he has unfortunately been a victim of several injuries over the last couple of years,
preventing him to hit the heights at the Santiago Bernabeu. Ever since his arrival to Real Madrid,
Kaka has developed a strong partnership with Cristiano Ronaldo and both players are said to be great
friends both in and off the pitch. It is very crucial to say something about how we miss the old Kaka,
the one that we know. He appeared on several occasions, but it is so bad that these kinds of
occasions are pretty rare. The past few years we have basically missed one of the best players in the
world. The move to Real Madrid should have meant that Kaka would reach new heights as he had
achieved
everything at Milan and was literally worshiped by the fans. He has not looked
himself
at all playing for Real Madrid, for an unknown reason. It seems that the price
tag
has it, as it managed to put such a pressure on Kaka - just enough to make it
harder to perform well for Real Madrid. But no matter what, even if we don't
ever get to see the old Kaka we all used to know – it is important to continue
supporting him and never give it up. In the end, watching him smiling and
laughing is what makes our days and when so, I bet the Lord above is happy to
see that he has done a terrific job sending him on earth and showing us
what a real person should be like.
An important note is that I have decided not to write this one last part just because the season is not
over yet and if I had to wait for it to finish, I'd be forced to keep you waiting for a long time. I've
promised myself I won't prolong it anymore. That is why, you will be able to read all about Kaka's
success that has happened so far – his 50th game for Real Madrid, the long waited Brazilian national
team call up which Kaka missed due to injury; will Real Madrid finish the season on
high and that way finally stop Barcelona, will Kaka play at the 2013
CONCACAF Cup? Above all - will he get the chance to feature the
2014 World Cup in his home country? You will certainly get all the
answers in the part II of the e-book. As a closure, I want you to
remember the following quote and try to use it as an example:

"Impossible

is

nothing

when

you

have

a

dream".
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About Martina – the Author
I will try to shorten this part as much as I can so that it won't seem like I'm writing
an autobiographic e-book.
Born in early winter, on 3 February 1996 in the heart of R. Macedonia, a city
named Veles. Considering that, I'm pretty sure that you will ask yourself how a
yet immature girl shall write about someone way older than her and especially
about a person she has never met. Well, since you got to read this last part, I
guess I have proved you wrong. (Try not to use the hyperlink in "Table of
Contents" area - if so, get back at the beginning and read the e-book!) Anyway, back to what I was
saying. At that time, I was the only pride of the Alchevi family, but after a long period of about
twelve years, the second pride came to happen - so I became the first and the older one. The
childhood time filled with no worries passed with just one eye blink. I can personally find myself in
Kaka's story, especially in the one from his childhood age and I think that you can all find yourselves
there as well. At first, I had a huge dream of becoming a criminal police officer or a detective when I
grow up. Later, inspired by my first English teacher ever, the will to become an English teacher came
up. As I was growing older, I started maturing and realizing that not everything you wish can come
true. So, I took many hobbies in my schedule, including doing various Sports – volleyball, basketball,
football, tennis… After taking a volleyball and basketball course, I started playing futsal for my
primary school "Vasil Glavinov" in Veles. After a while, the time to move on to a higher education
level arrived and I had to kiss the primary school goodbye and try to find my way into high-school.
Shortly after, I had the honor to play my first official football match for my current school - the "Koco
Racin" gymnasium. I was one of the many other girls who were called up by the teacher just in my
junior year there. I joined the squad in the regional competition and together we managed to reach
the highest level, where we were awarded runners-up, as we won the prestigious second place of the
tournament. In the meantime, I own an internet website which is like a daily routine to me and I am
a co-worker on many projects. It all just raises my hope of becoming a web master one day. What I
also enjoy doing is writing poems. I am aware of the fact that I can never become a song/poem
writer when I grow up, but just reading out loud all that I have written so far makes me feel glad and
proud of myself. Knowing that all those poems are my deed; something I have personally written all
by myself is what makes my day. However, even at this age, my number one priority is the law and
criminal branch. The other things like playing football, running a blog and writing poems will certainly
be put behind in the background as ordinary hobbies and routines. Speaking of which,
I am very fond of riding a bike – living life out in a clear environment. Also, I like
hanging out with the TV and PC regularly, watching films/movies – mostly romantic
comedies or just comedy movies, action or detective series, drama and horror as
well. But above those virtual stuff and things that just play with our minds, what I
enjoy the most is hanging out with friends in the real world. Another interesting
fact is that I had my first computer gifted by my parents for my seventh birthday.
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It would have been so lame if I hadn't leant a thing about computers since I own one like
hundred years ago - but I am glad I had. That is why I always try to share the
knowledge I gather with the ones that need help. It was I that accomplished it all,
but there is a lot I learned with the help of my friends. However not everything has
been that bright so far. There are moments when one makes mistakes and has to
bear appropriate consequences after he/she does something that isn't good. Those
kinds of mistakes make me learn more and more and focus on not repeating them.
To be quite honest, I can't describe myself as a person who is very fond of school
and it is laziness I blame for that. I also can't be happy and content with the way my
marks are going so far, but I have always said that when the time comes to study what I
like the most, I will certainly prove the contrary. One thing I have to admit that it is very funny to see
people in the streets asking me why am I not playing football at the moment of speaking. Anyway, I
don't experience myself as a manly teen girl. As a matter of fact, I'm proud of myself and the way I
manage to create a balance line between the female and male characteristics I have. Speaking of
which, it helped me realize that there are much important things rather than being a "nowadays girl"
– the one who is very fond of boys' company, nonstop partying or drinking alcohol, being famous in
town or being talked about. Plus God forbid things that just ruin our lives like smoking cigarettes or
doing drugs. Another thing is my English skills. I remember being doubtful while taking course back
when I was just 8 years old. However there's absolutely no way no way I'm ever going to regret that.
Nowadays we all know English is our window to the entire world. That is the reason I have been
studying the language constantly from then on. Almost nine years down, only one to go. I'm going to
finish the course next summer and I'll probably take the Cambridge exam soon after. Hopefully I will
get the chance to tell you all about that when we meet up again in the part II. I also study German
at school and I can say that I am capable of speaking it fluently. Fortunately, by supporting Milan, I
got the chance to learn few Italian words and to be able to understand them. It's a little bit tougher
to try to speak than listen, though. The "Kaka - Milan" affection stepped in almost seven years ago, I
suppose at the age between 8 or 9. But the funny thing is it didn't show up from nowhere - in fact it
was shared to me, metaphorically speaking. All of this would have not been able to happen if there
wasn't a good friend of mine who showed me the right way by sharing his respect for Kaka and the
support for Milan to me. I hope that friend will find himself over here and if he does, I want him to
know that I will be forever grateful for this one. Soon, I started following Milan matches and Kaka's
games. The connection was getting stronger day by day; match by match; appearance by
appearance; goal by goal. In the end, I seriously got interested in Milan and probably in the
best player they have had in the past decade. Shortly after, I ran a research on club's
history, widely known players, veterans and legends, retired and passed away players. But
the one that got my eyes was player's who rocked the world with that amazing and millimeter
precise pass, the long distanced shots that fly so smoothly and in the end always find their
way behind goalkeepers' backs. When Kaka moved to Real Madrid, I had a huge doubt
whether to continue supporting Milan or start my Real Madrid adventure.
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After I had done a lot of thinking, I eventually chose to do both in the same time – so, I continued
supporting the Italian club and became fond of the Spanish side just because of our man. As soon as
you start reading the first part, you will surely notice that the e-book is written by a female/a girl and
I bet the first though that will cross your mind is that you will find a lot of talk about how Kaka is
handsome and how the Author has a crush on him or is in love with Milan… But no. It is true that
Kaka is handsome, no doubt, but the thing I want to prove with this e-book is that an ordinary girl
can have love for a star or a celebrity, but not the kind of love to look like she is obsessed with it,
instead to be inspired by the one. I have always dismissed that kind of talk and I will continue to.
I got to know Kaka's deeds in life at the point of time when I was matured enough to realize things
that are important in Kaka's opinion, like: religion, the rough way to glory, the kindness, the wisdom
and the generosity he owns. I quickly started following his steps towards having a good life and
being respected by everyone. From an ordinary kiddo who did a lot of trouble while young, I have
started growing into an honest person and I have tried to break my old habits. The ones, who know
me personally, know that I am a very calm person and a shy one, I suppose; that I would rather go
out with friends, than party all night in a club. I have found a way to be a good friend, with a true
meaning of the word. All of this and much more is nothing else but a result of the above mentioned
affection. Also in an indirect way, Kaka showed me that religion matters. Especially nowadays when
one states that he or she believes in God, meanwhile the same person swears all the time or doesn't
have the respect for the closest ones. Just by loving them, being close to them; the heat, the warm
energy surrounding makes it easier to live your life the way you should. Something I lately realized is
that it is such fun to hang out with a sibling after spending twelve years of my life as an only child in
family. Well even though I thought I was going to need some time in order to socialize with the
difference in years, but no. I find the years difference much better than to have brother or sister who
is nearly older as you. It may not be much enjoyable, but at least you get the chance to share your
experience and all of the things you like with your sibling. I have got the plus, as I taught my sister
how to say that she supports Milan, Kaka and the Macedonian passed away singer and angel above
all, Tose Proeski. Now if I try to say all of this and to use just few words, it will probably sound like
this: Knowing what Ricky has done to the world so far, changed my entire life and I think all of us
should be happy to have such person to be pointed out as an example. I have decided to officially
publish the e-book on 8 March on Mother’s day, but the thing much important to me is that it’s my
sister’s birthday then. I’ve waited for so much and I think that the best thing to do is to put the ebook on download in her 4th birthday honor.
Well, here I am guys! Sixteen years of my life so far and you get the chance to find out
things about Kaka that you were never aware of before and to discover a part of
my life. I will once again state my appreciation for reading the e-book. Hope I will
get the opportunity to hang out with you again throughout it or via the planned
book for the future. That is all I have to say for now. Stay well everybody, May God
bless you all and… see you in the next part. Yours faithfully, Martina Alcheva

